As a full service packaging distribution solution, NETWORK has the expertise, dedication, and resources to provide solutions for the unique supply chain challenges that exist in today’s competitive industrial marketplace.

With our consultative, continuous improvement approach to supply chain solutions, NETWORK representatives engage in your business to become true partners. From analyzing processes and reviewing order history, to sharing the latest product innovations and industry best practices, NETWORK delivers results tailored to meet your operational goals.

NETWORK PROVIDES A PROVEN FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS:

- DEEP CATEGORY KNOWLEDGE—Choosing the right packaging for an application requires thinking beyond the box. Rely on NETWORK’s industrial packaging team to understand your business requirements—from the shipping dock to the corner office, and everywhere in between. With more than 40 years of experience delivering total packaging supply chain solutions, NETWORK’s packaging professionals provide the expert support your operation needs.

- VAST INFRASTRUCTURE, LOCAL RESPONSIVENESS—Our system blends single-source convenience and centralized control with true local market presence; the result is seamless account service, compliance, and lower total overall costs.

- GAME CHANGING INNOVATION—NETWORK never stops improving. We bring new products and processes to market quickly and create proprietary programs, like NetPak and NetGreen®, to support the objectives of our industrial packaging customers.

- INFORMED BUSINESS DECISIONS—Better supply chain transparency fosters more informed business decisions. NETWORK provides accurate, timely data, 24/7 access to e-procurement technology, efficiency and productivity enhancement tools, continuous improvement programs and quarterly business reviews, so you can spend less time reconciling transactions and more time optimizing your operations.
A NETWORK® PROGRAM DESIGNED TO BALANCE THE OBJECTIVES OF YOUR ENTERPRISE THROUGH PACKAGING.

Today’s industrial operations juggle many priorities, often doing more activities with less resources. NETWORK has created a program that helps customers address three of the most critical business issues: operational effectiveness, customer satisfaction, profitability.

This proprietary program provides a comprehensive, collaborative approach to packaging solutions that engages key decision makers across your organization.

NETWORK helps you achieve your packaging goals using a simple, collaborative four-step process:

▸ **DISCOVERY**—NETWORK packaging experts engage with the stakeholders across your enterprise, from the corner office to the plant floor, to understand the current situation, goals, and timelines.

▸ **ASSESSMENT**—Through a series of proprietary tools, NETWORK programmatically evaluates key areas of your operation and shares process and product recommendations.

▸ **DELIVERY**—A joint action plan is developed to provide a roadmap for success, aligns and engages the proper resources, and ensures effective implementation and delivery.

▸ **VALIDATE**—A documented reporting system includes activity status updates, lifetime cost savings analysis, and short and long term planning.
“With NETWORK, I have a single point of contact who offers packaging solutions that take my entire supply chain into consideration.”

—Tony Klein, ITW

As a comprehensive supply chain partner, NETWORK’s programs, supplies and services reach every corner of a facility.
TAILORED SOLUTIONS DRIVEN BY A COMMITMENT TO CORE VALUES

NETWORK’s service model is built on core values that are reflected in every program and product we deliver:

▷ FLEXIBILITY

Our professional problem-solvers respond quickly to your needs—with resources in your area, just-in-time delivery, and the ability to meet the unique demands of a particular market.

▷ ACCOUNTABILITY

NETWORK distributors have a vested interest in your success, and they put their reputations on the line every day for our customers. As established companies, our distributors and representatives truly understand what it means to be a business partner. They are committed to sustaining long-term relationships with total accountability.

▷ EXPERTISE

NETWORK has more than 40 years of experience in this industry. We apply our unsurpassed expertise to the development of proprietary innovative programs—like the NETWORK packaging program. This focus gives us a level of insight that enables us to pinpoint solutions for your specific needs.

Only NETWORK combines the efficiency of a centrally managed national structure with local market presence, personal accountability, program flexibility, and market expertise. Our resources are dedicated to meeting the packaging supply needs of today’s industrial facilities. See what Distribution by Design® can do for you. Contact NETWORK for more information.